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This Whitepaper has been written to serve as an informative vehicle 
for the upcoming “Token Sale.” The content contained herein does 
not in any way amount to solicitation for an offering or offering in 
any securities. Accordingly, the content represented in this
Whitepaper is not meant to offer any investment advice or 
solicitation to partake in securities investments.

What is more, previous performance does not provide guarantees or 
indications of future results. Consequently, CoVEX does not in any 
way provide assurances (whether explicit or implicit) and disclaims 
all the liabilities that may arise from any content stated herein. Any 
offering or solicitation will be based on confidential and mutually
acceptable memorandum by CoVEX and token holders. 

The information contained herein is confidential and cannot be 
disseminated or shared with others without the written consent of 
CoVEX. The document cannot be altered except by CoVEX. The 
dissemination, publication, or sharing of this Whitepaper does not 
imply that the relevant laws or regulatory requirements have been 
complied with.
 
Refer to “Terms of Token Sale” Agreement at
https://www.covexlabs.com for the terms and conditions of the ICO. 

DISCLAIMER
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PLEASE READ THIS SECTION VERY CAREFULLY. NO
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN SHOULD BE DEEMED TO BE 
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, OR TAX ADVICE. BEFORE YOU PARTICIPATE 
IN THE OFFER, IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL OR TAX ADVISOR.

NEITHER CoVEX (AS MENTIONED HEREIN), THE CoVEX TEAM 
MEMBERS (AS MENTIONED HEREIN) NOR ANY THIRD-PARTY
SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY EXPLICIT 
OR IMPLICIT DAMAGE OR LOSS THAT MAY ARISE FROM
ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, MATERIALS PRODUCED BY
CoVEX OR ACCESSING THE WEBSITE AT
https://www.covexlabs.com

The CoVEX Coins (as mentioned herein) to be issued by CoVEX 
Labs Technology Ltd, will apply to all contributions towards the 
CoVEX’s goals, including but not limited to promotion and support 
for research, design and the development of, and advocacy for a 
future decentralized trading platform.
 
This Whitepaper is only meant to provide general informational 
purposes and does not in any way constitute an offering document, 
prospectus or any solicitation to engage in investments in any
applicable jurisdiction. The information is also not exhaustive and 
therefore it does not serve as a contractual relationship.

This document does not constitute an offering by CoVEX to trade 
in CoVEX Coins nor can it or any component of it nor the facts of 
its representation provide the basis for, or be relied upon in relation 
to, any investment or contract decision. CoVEX Coin is non-security 
Coin and as such should not be construed to imply securities
offerings in any jurisdiction.

Therefore, as a participant, nothing in this whitepaper can be 
banked on as a promise, undertaking or representation for future 
performances of the CoVEX Platform. Any agreement between 
CoVEX and you, in connection to the trading of the CoVEX Coins, 
shall be governed by the separate Coin sale conditions.

Both the CoVEX and CoVEX staff hereby disclaims, all warranties, 
representations, or undertakings to any person or entity. Prospective 
CoVEX Coin holders should carefully consider and assess all risks 

LEGAL NOTICE
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associated with the CoVEX Coin sale, CoVEX, and the CoVEX staff. 
By reading this document or any part thereof, you represent and 
permit CoVEX and the CoVEX team members as follows:

a) You acknowledge that: 
  • CoVEX Coins may be value-less; 
  • There is no assurance or representation of value or liquidity
     attached to the CoVEX Coins;
  • CoVEX Coins are not offered for speculative purposes; and 
  • None of the CoVEX and/or the CoVEX staff shall be held
     responsible for or will be liable for the value of the CoVEX
     Coins, their transferability and/or liquidity and/or the availability 
     to any market via third parties or otherwise

b) In any decision to trade in CoVEX Coins or participation in
airdrop, you have not banked on any information spelled out this 
document; 

c) You admit, understand and agree that this document and the 
CoVEX Token Sale shall not be deemed as any advice, statement or
suggestion of the benefits of CoVEX and/or the CoVEX Token Sale;

d) The information provided herein is confidential and cannot be 
distributed to others without the prior written consent of CoVEX;

e) In case you buy the CoVEX Coins, you will and shall at your own 
expense make sure you comply with all laws, regulatory obligations 
and limitations relevant in any jurisdiction (as the case may be); and

f) You acknowledge that you are not eligible to buy any CoVEX 
Coins if you are a US citizen or resident, or citizen or resident of 
the, People Republic of China, Republic of Singapore and any other 
countries where embargoed and Sanctioned set by the UK.

g) All the statements contained herein, statements made via press 
releases or in any place accessible by the public and other oral 
statements which may be made by CoVEX and/or the CoVEX staff 
may only constitute forward-looking statements. This may include, 
but not limited to statements of intention, beliefs or current
expectations with regard to market conditions, business strategies 
and plans, financial expectations, specific requirements and risk 
management practices.

h) CoVEX Coin is tradable inside the CoVEX Platform, reward will 
be only given to Coin holders if they use CoVEX Platform. CoVEX 
Coin holding outside the platform disqualified the fee/commission/
discount allocation, will forbidden to trade/exchange outside the 
CoVEX.
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i) We are designing and developing our Payment Gateway, P2P Loan 
and Prepaid card service. We have not applied license in any
judiciary and authorize agency. But we will apply license in best
judiciary for your Payment Gateway, P2P Loan and Prepaid card
service.
 
Therefore, you should not place undue reliance on these statements 
since they may involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other factors which may cause the actual future results to be
significantly different from those described by the forward-looking 
statements.
 
These forward-looking statements are only relevant as of the date 
of this Whitepaper, and both CoVEX and the CoVEX staff expressly 
disclaims any responsibility (whether direct or indirect) to the
release of any revisions to forward-looking statements.

Where this Whitepaper constitutes information that has been
obtained from third-party sources, CoVEX and the CoVEX staff have 
not independently verified the exactitude or completeness of such 
information. There is no guarantee as to the correctness or
completeness of such data and no representation, assurances or
undertakings are or purported to be provided regarding the
accuracy or completeness of information from third-parties.
 
Any agreement with regard to trading in CoVEX Coins shall be
governed by a separate document that will set out the terms and 
conditions (Terms and Conditions) to be made available at
https://www.covexlabs.com before the sale of any CoVEX Coins. In 
case there are inconsistencies between the Terms of Token Sale and 
this Whitepaper, the Terms of Token Sale shall prevail.

No part of this Whitepaper will be copied, reproduced, and
distributed in any manner without prior written permission of
CoVEX, and specifically must not be transmitted to any jurisdiction 
where such distribution is restricted.
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Over the past few years, we have witnessed an explosion of crypto 
assets with trading volumes soaring to billions of dollars. Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, and other cryptos have soared in values as a result of 
cryptocurrency craze. And there are many evolving
cryptocurrencies: the so-called Altcoins,that are already catering to 
many Blockchains flooding the market every day.

Crypto provides many benefits for traders over classical assets in 
the sense that they are transparent, decentralized, and borderless 
and can be transacted 24/7. Whereas this unlocks limitless
potentials to practically any person in the Universe, it also creates 
many risks due to lack of regulation, control, and liquidity.

Today, trading in crypto markets is a complicated undertaking even 
for an experienced trader. In fact, it takes several years of hard work 
for one to acquire the knowledge required to make profits in crypto 
markets. But participants want ROI (Return on Investment) on their 
assets now and not in future.

Whereas emerging digital trends such as social and copy trading 
solves the problem in part, they make it extremely difficult to
separate genuine experts from novice traders. Besides, they raise 
security and accountability concerns which make it hard to define 
current and potential performances.

The aforementioned case is just one case bedevilling the crypto 
universe. From crypto exchanges to payment gateways to margin 
trading, the history of crypto markets is littered with many flaws and 
risks. The weaknesses in this sector have resulted in low transaction 
volumes and loss of potential customers and merchants.

The problem of poor user adoption and experience can be
addressed mindfully via a one-stop solution approach. And this is 
where we come in.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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We are implementing the next-generation Blockchain-based
platform where traders can trade and exchange cryptocurrencies, 
copy trade skills and compete with each other’s trades within their 
investment groups. In other words, we are taking social/copy
trading, margin trading, and payment gateways to a transparent 
Blockchain. In future, we will implement a fully decentralized
Exchange platform for trading in the cryptos.

Ultimately, our platform will democratize trading and improve the 
overall user experience. Our platform will transform the foundation 
of crypto markets such as startups, incumbents, traders, consumers, 
and merchants into a viable ecosystem that boosts mass adoption 
of cryptocurrencies.

This whitepaper covers an overview of our value proposition, the 
problems, solutions, roadmap, and risks associated with
implementation of the CoVEX Platform.

Welcome to CoVEX.
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INTRODUCTION

PAST

A recent report by the United Nations agency stated that
approximately 51% of the world’s population that is 3.9 billion
people have access to the Internet. However, Despite the availability 
of internet, the number of individuals involvement in and adoption 
of cryptocurrency varies.
 
According to a newly published report by Cambridge Centre for
Alternative Finance, around 3 million people which accounts less 
than 1% of all the internet users, are estimated to be actively using 
cryptos with Bitcoin leading the pack.  

The research studies elucidate the discrepancy among the internet 
users and cryptocurrency users. This will be examined further in this 
section describing the industry trends, the challenges bedevilling 
the traditional and current P2P trading systems and how CoVEX 
platform intends to solve them.

Ever since civilization transitioned from barter economy to money 
as a means of exchange, people have tried to conceive systems that 
facilitate rational approaches to exchange value. To help make
commodities commensurable, financial experts came up with the 
idea of durability, portability, divisibility and intrinsic value which 
were considered as four main criteria to interpret “good money”.
Initially, the preferred means of exchange was gold. As it appeared 
to carry through all four criteria. With the expansion of economy 
and intensified demand for exchange, governments were forced to 
develop more accessible money (fiat currency) that they could
easily manipulate and regulate. Consequently, banks emerged to 
play a role of intermediary.

Banks have continued to link participants and borrowers. Essentially, 
participants lent money to the banks, which in turn, give out loans 
at higher rates to generate a bonus stream for the bank. Under this 
framework, participants and borrowers do not interact directly
because participants do not have necessary competencies. 

With centralization, which is the role played by banks, has made the 
world’s finances to be distributed unevenly. According to a recent 
report by fortune.com, an estimated 1% of the world population 
owns more than 90% of all the resources.

In another related study by Investopedia.com, between 20% and 
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30% of the world’s GDP is spent on banks and insurance firms while 
salaries of CEOs in these organizations is millions of dollars per year.
The 2008 financial crisis revealed that fiat currency model has
inherent challenges. To help fix some of the financial difficulties, 
Bitcoin was launched in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto. Later on, it 
became the first globally-known decentralized electronic currency, 
introducing a number of new solutions to the existing digital
payment systems.

Because of Bitcoin, financial institutions, government agencies, and 
corporations began to recognize the great tech value of
cryptocurrencies. Essentially, these organizations realized that 
Blockchain-the underlying technology behind Bitcoin-could
provide new ways of approaching transparency, anonymity, and
security.

Thanks to Blockchain, peer-to-peer (P2P) platforms began to 
emerge to link participants and borrowers directly. The volume of 
the peer-to-peer lending market has increasingly grown because 
most people are tired with the centralization model. Here are some 
advantages of P2P systems:

• Because of decentralization, each participant can use his
knowledge, first hand experiences, and skills to make decisions 
about whether to invest in a specific business or not. For instance, 
if you understand and love the forex sector, you may start lending 
to firms in this sector. Traditional banks only hire a few specialists. 
Therefore they stick to financing only a small number of the
corporation;

• Banks are limited by government regulations: To get loan from 
banks, you have to meet the requirements of the regulator;

• Faster decision making: The process of getting credit on a P2P
system is much faster and easier compared to the traditional banks;

• They are effective: In the majority of banks, obsolete methods that 
have a high degree of manual labor are still being applied. This
affects both the quality of analysis and speed of decision-making of 
the borrowers’ solvency. On the other hand, P2P-platforms are fast 
and effective.

PRESENT
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P2P systems offer many benefits for traders over classical assets in 
the sense that they are transparent, decentralized, and
borderless and can be transacted at any time. While this unlocks 
limitless potentials to practically any person in the Universe, it also 
creates many risks due to lack of regulation, control, and liquidity.

Here are some challenges of the current P2P systems:

• There are restricted set of assets which can be used as collateral 
for credit. Thus, the concept of margin lending and loans has not 
been exploited in P2P systems to provide borrowers with broader 
access to credit;

• Digital trading trends such as social and copy trading have not 
been incorporated in P2P networks. For the few organizations that 
have implemented them, they still use centralization model which 
makes it extremely difficult to separate genuine experts from novice 
traders;

• There is no all-in-one platform where traders can exchange
cryptocurrencies, copy trade skills and compete with each other’s 
trades within their investment groups.

As a result of the aforementioned challenges, trading in crypto
markets is a complicated undertaking even for an experienced
trader. In fact, it takes many years of hard work for one to develop 
the experience required to make profits in crypto markets. But
participants want ROI on their assets now and not in future.

We are implementing the CoVEX Platform as the future of trading.

FUTURE
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Our principal goal is to become an industry standard and a one-stop 
shop for trading in coinized funds. Here’s is our value proposition:

(i) Development of cross-border crypto-exchange (CoVEX
Exchange): We will create opportunities for traders to buy, sell and 
exchange their favourite cryptocurrencies at current and determined 
prices;

(ii) Development of CoVEX payment gateway: Our payment
gateway will allow our users to effortlessly trade between cryptos 
and fiat currencies such as the USD, GBP, and the EUR. In future, the 
wallet service will be complemented by prepaid cards which will let 
users quickly access their funds;

(iii) Develop a cross-border Social/Copy trading platform: Our
platform will allow users to set aside a portion of their funds and 
coins to copy-trade top traders. Because the platform will be
completely decentralized and managed by smart contracts,
transparency and security will be enhanced, thereby giving users 
complete control of their trading funds and investments;

(iv) Develop a cross-border margin trading and lending system: Our 
platform will allow traders to margin trade their coins or funds and 
invest in approved sales using existing coins or funds as security.

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to connect traders together by creating a one-stop 
evolving platform where payment providers, developers, merchants, 
tech enthusiasts and entrepreneurs interact. We aim to become the 
industry standard and thought leader when it comes to trading in 
cryptocurrencies.

For this purpose, our platform will be equipped with its own Coin, 
Payment Gateway, CoVEX Exchange, Margin Trading, and evolving 
features that are closely linked to crypto trading.

We believe that the Web is already in the middle of a revolution and 
the credit goes to Blockchain. Today, centralized services are being 
substituted with open and decentralized ones; inept and monolithic 
networks with more resilient P2P platforms and trusted intermediar-
ies with trustless and verifiable cryptographic computations.

While Blockchain has already revolutionized the financial sector, we 
firmly believe that thus far, the level of disruption is not significant 
enough to usher in a new—and better—way for traders to maximize 
their potentials.

Our vision is to revolutionize the conventional trading by creating a 
one-stop, Blockchain platform for exchange cryptocurrencies, copy 
trade skills, borrow loans and compete with each other’s trading 
skills. CoVEX believes that the steep learning curve in trade should 
not hinder users from attaining their potential.

Therefore, skills such as analytical, focus, research, control and 
book-keeping that take many years to learn and acquire will easily 
be shared on the CoVEX Platform.
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OVERVIEW OF CoVEX PLATFORM

Our platform will be deployed as Private Blockchain based on 
ERC223 standards. This Platform allows coin holders to buy, keep, 
convert and spend their cryptos by offering them seamless
integration that bridges the gap between fiat currencies and
blockchain based assets.

The CoVEX Platform will initially consist of the following
components:

#1: The CoVEX Exchange
The CoVEX Exchange will be a cross-border crypto-exchange. It 
will create opportunities for coin holders to buy, sell and exchange 
their favorite cryptocurrencies at current and determined prices. The 
CoVEX Exchange will support the most commonly traded
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum and allow users to 
place orders, trade and swap currency which has been deposited in 
their CoVEX balances.

Any user will have the opportunity to trade on the Exchange but 
only CoVEX holders will get up to 50% discount on transaction fees. 
For every exchange transaction, CoVEX will collect a small
percentage as a transaction fee for using the Platform.

#2: Social Trading
CoVEX is implementing a machine learning and transparent
algorithm that will help to analyze any trader’s performance. Based 
on past performances, the system will automatically generate a 
portfolio of distinct traders around the universe for the investor. The 
generated portfolios will make it easy for coin holders to separate 
true experts from novice traders.
 
As such, all the coin holder will be expected to do is to decide on 
the risk levels and profitability to automatically select the best and 
the most appropriate traders to copy-trade.
 
#3: Margin Trading/Lending
The CoVEX Platform will provide customers with an option of
earning interest on their funds by lending it to other users in form of 
a P2P loan. The system will automatically determine and compute 
the interest rates based on the principal and repayment period.
  
CoVEX will collect a small percentage of the interest that has been 
earned. The rate of interest will depend on the principal and time;
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#4: Future undertakings
As mentioned earlier, our platform will continue evolving and
therefore, the list of potential features will definitely be extended. 
Among the future components that will be incorporated include:

(i) ICO Underwritings: We’ll strive to underwrite high-quality,
promising coin sales that pass strict due diligence, smart contract 
code reviews, and legal compliance.

(ii) Tech Incubators/Tech starter club: We intend to provide a
platform to help new startups succeed through mentoring and
training.

(iii) P2P Loan: In mid 2019, CoVEX will be implementing a
decentralized platform that allows the lenders to issue loans to the
borrowers based on a select credit decision package specified by 
ML algorithms which scores the recommended fraud, identity, and 
other credit rating agencies.

(iv) Payment Gateway: The Payment Gateway will act merchant tool 
that facilitates merchants with the integration of cryptocurrency 
payments into their online storefronts. Among the features of
Payment Gateway that will be included in the Platform include
Merchant Listing where the Merchant list will form the CoVEX
marketplace where coin holders will easily locate merchants that
accept payments in cryptocurrencies and the Merchant Platform 
that will form a virtual marketplace where coin holders can search 
for merchants, their services/products which are cryptocurrency-
friendly.

The diagram below provides a big picture view of the CoVEX
Platform:
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CoVEX PLATFORM

CoVEX is the next-generation one-stop Blockchain platform with 
Exchange, Social Trading Platform, P2P Margin Trading and Margin 
Lending, P2P Loan Service, Prepaid Card Service, Payment Getaway, 
ICO Underwritings, Tech Incubators/Tech starter club that enhances 
overall trading for traders.

#1: Exchange House
It is no secret that the majority of cryptocurrency exchanges were 
developed by enthusiasts with only a small fraction of them having 
the requisite technological maturity to help keep cryptos safe. Here 
are some of the potential challenges that can be encountered while 
dealing with cryptocurrency exchange:

• Frequent downtimes: Downtime has an effect of causing
significant financial loss to crypto users who are unable to place or 
even modify their trades, especially during high market volatilities;

• Security: the majority of crypto-exchanges are mired in security 
breaches and theft funds. For instance, MtGox and other exchanges 
have been compromised resulting in loss of personal data and funds; 
and

• Poor user interface: New users to cryptocurrency usually face the 
most significant hurdles the moment they sign up to a crypto-
exchange because of the poor user interface.

At CoVEX, we believe that one-stop platform for crypto-exchange is 
one that is user-friendly with reduced downtimes. To enhance
transparency, the Exchange House has a variety of relations
between traders where they will be able to exchange their cryptos 
directly. The trading participants on the exchange platform will be 
managed by an exchange back-end.

During the transaction, the Exchange House will display the
following details: 

• The type of cryptocurrency;
• The daily transaction volume of selected crypto; and 
• Open Chatting Service and Personal Portfolio Analysis (P/L)

We are still exploring future economic prospects in a Decentralized 
Exchange. If the Decentralized Exchange is viable, we will implement 
it for the benefit of our coin holders. 
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#2: Social Trading Platform
At the moment, trading in cryptocurrencies is only profitable for 
those who have:

  • Requisite knowledge of securities and index trading; 
  • Skills to learn and analyze complex market structures based on 
     media outlets; and
  • Requisite knowledge and experience of isolating market
     emotions from trading

The above-mentioned hurdles make it extremely difficult and 
time-consuming for novice users. Unfortunately, the majority of 
users who want to invest in crypto trading find the learning curve 
to be extremely difficult. Others do not have the time to spend on 
crypto-trading and end up relying on guesswork leading to loss of 
funds to unverified traders.

Social trading is an evolving and interesting innovation which has 
the potential to revolutionize trading in cryptocurrencies. Fraud is a 
common challenge that is prevalent in social trading.

At present, there is no viable platform where participants and
bonafide traders can benefit from the massive potentials of
Blockchain-based social trading service.

CoVEX is implementing a social trading platform with exciting new 
features that will allow any participant to follow more knowledgeable
and experienced traders by copying their portfolios and all the
future adjustments. This platform will allow novice participants and 
those with inadequate time to invest their funds in the trades that 
promises high returns.

Ultimately, the platform will benefit both leaders and followers.

• Leaders: Leaders will directly interact with their followers to trade 
in cryptocurrency without relying on a central server for every trade. 
Followers will efficiently allocate their money under the assistance 
of their leader in a transparent and trustless manner. This will end up 
saving time for every participant in the trade.
 
If the leader performs well over time, he/she will generate additional 
income in the process. Ideally, the most obvious incentive for
becoming a successful leader on the CoVEX social trading platform 
is collecting CoVEX Coin from the followers. Successful leaders will 
naturally create a brand for themselves with regard to
crypto-trading on this platform.
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By connecting to social media platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn, leaders will naturally expand their influence by 
displaying their real trading outputs, which will help create an even 
more extensive social trading following.

Even though this feature is not a primary incentive of the CoVEX 
platform, successful leaders who manage to grow large following 
and reputation will use the weights of their followers’ money to shift 
the prices in favour of their preferred cryptocurrencies. This means 
that any trader who would like to become a leader can become a 
market mover with an established following and profile.

• Followers: The process will be straightforward for followers. Once 
they deposit their funds to CoVEX, they merely pick a leader and 
copy that leader’s portfolio. The assigned funds will then be used to 
purchase the portfolio that is presently held by the leader so that it 
matches his/her funds by providing risk management across each 
copy relationship based on real-time Profit/Loss values. The entire 
social trading experience is one of automated risk control system 
which facilitates the follower to set controls for the copy
relationship.

Thereafter, any future trades that is committed by the leader will be 
matched at the prevailing market rates. Using CoVEX Platform,
followers will rely on and trust only leaders that are more
knowledgeable with experience in crypto trading. As such, the
Platform will be based on ML algorithms and risk calculation that 
will differentiate knowledgeable and experienced leaders, generate 
and store the portfolio on a Blockchain for followers to use. 
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#3: Margin Trading and Lending
Margin trading and lending is a perfectly logical use case for CoVEX 
for two primary reasons:

(i.) Rapidly expanding market; and
(ii.) Need for an independent trusted platform is immediate

Margin trading has towered in the recent past if data presented by 
some popular exchanges such Bitfinex and coinbase.com is
anything to go by. According to Bitfinex, margin funding increased 
from $14.8M in October 2016 to $168.5M in December 2017.

Similarly, Bitcoin loans also soared from $ 6.12M to $183M while 
Ethereum’s margin funding grew from $834,192 to $ 88.29M during 
the same time frame.
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Need for an independent trusted platform is immediate
At present, centralized exchanges which facilitate margin trading 
are mired in the traditional challenges of establishing trust,
preventing fraud and enhancing transparency. The centralized
exchanges have been left to handle collateral management and
ensure that traders do not default.

Essentially, these exchanges have opted to bypass Blockchain 
strengths which are premised on decentralization, perhaps as a
minimization risk to the protection and global anonymity. These
exchanges have had a fair share of their problems.

In a centralized exchange, borrowing funds for trading require a 
trader to manually place a margin call which the exchange makes to 
the trader. Ideally, the maintenance margin helps to rebalance the 
margin account.



CoVEX’s Margin trading platform will allow users to trade using 
cryptos borrowed from other traders which will be supported by 
collateral funds. These funds will be computed based on the
borrower’s coin share and portfolio. Margin traders will be allowed 
to open long and short positions by borrowing money which they 
can either buy or sell.

Later on, traders will close the positions by settling the loans.
Obviously, the lender receives interest from the margin trader as an 
incentive for lending funds while CoVEX retains a percentage for 
providing a platform lender.

Here is how the Platform will work for margin traders:

The Platform will offer the following features:
• Amount: It is the net amount of the market’s cryptocurrency that 
you have bought or sold. If your position is short, this amount will be 
negative;

• Base Price: It is the approximate price at which you would need to 
close your position for you to break even;

• Action: The trader will click on “Close” button to close his/her
position with a market order;

• Unrealized P/L: It is the approximate total profit or loss that you 
would incur if all of your open positions are closed immediately with 
market orders, less the unrealized lending fees;

• Lending Fees: It is the estimated total value of the interest that you 
currently owe on your active loans;

• Net Value: it is the sum of Total Margin Value, Unrealized P/L, and 
Unrealized Lending Fees. In other words, Net Value represents the 
current total worth of your collaterals;

• Total Borrowed Value: It is the total BTC value of your open loans. 
It is determined by the amount of BTC that you are currently
borrowing and the amount of BTC that would be required to
purchase on the current order books the total of all other currencies 
you are presently borrowing;

• Initial Margin: It is the percentage of your Net Value to that of the 
total value you can borrow. For instance, if you borrow 2 BTC and 
your Initial Margin is 30%, you will need to have at least 30% of
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2 BTC - or 0.6 BTC - worth of cryptos in your account, minus
unrealized losses and lending fees; and

• Margin level: It is the percentage of your Total Borrowed Value that 
your Net Value must support to avoid a forced liquidation.

Margin traders will have a Margin Portal from which they can
margin trade which has 2 components: Margin Account and Lending 
Account.  The Margin Account will hold collateral funds for securing 
loans used in margin trading while the Lending Account will hold the 
funds to be borrowed by other traders where the Lender
automatically earns interest.

If you intend to margin trade, you must first transfer your funds to 
the Margin Account as collateral. When you place a margin call, you 
will automatically receive bids from interested lenders. The system 
will use ML and AI techniques to rate each lender and provide a
rating that will help you settle on your lender of choice.

Whenever you borrow funds and proceed to make a position or a 
trade which can be long or short is automatically created
depending on whether you are using the borrowed funds to trade.

If you sell, then a short position is automatically opened. When you 
decide to buy the trade with the borrowed funds, a long position 
is created. During the margin trade, your position can change. For 
instance, if you created a short trade by selling 1BTC and you buy 
2BTC, then your position will automatically change to long.

When you close the position, your loans will automatically be
settled. When you close your position at a profit, that profit will 
automatically be transferred to your Margin account. However, if you 
close the position at a loss, then the amounts required to settle the 
borrowed funds will be deducted from the collaterals in your Margin 
Account.

Suppose your Margin Account has 1.5 BTC and you have a margin 
level of 20% during force liquid condition:

Borrowing 3 BTC, you will open a long position in the XMR market. 
To forestall a forced liquidation, the Net Value of your Margin
Account must remain above 20% of the 3 BTC that you have just 
borrowed (0.6 BTC). If the price of XMR begins to decline, the
number of bitcoins you can get by selling the XMR will start to
diminish, and you will incur a loss.
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This is automatically reflected in your P/L and the Net Value. If the 
value of this loss, together with the lending fees reaches 0.9 BTC, 
the Net Value of your Margin Account will be 0.6 BTC (1.5 BTC less 
0.9 BTC in unrealized losses),and a forced liquidation will be
triggered.

Here is a summarized diagram illustrating the steps in Margin
Trading on CoVEX: 
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Here is how the Platform will work for margin lenders:
You will have a Margin Portal from which you can margin lend.
Before you lend, you must have funds in your account. You will
automatically receive bids from interested traders who place margin 
calls. The system will use ML and AI techniques to rate each trader 
and provide a rating that will help you decide whether to lend or not 
to a particular trader. 
 
When you agree to lend a particular trader, a position is created
automatically. If the trader decides to close the position, you will
automatically receive interests in your account irrespective of 
whether the trader had profit or loss.

Here is a summarized diagram illustrating the steps in Margin
Lending on CoVEX:
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#4: P2P Loan Service
The 2008-2009 financial crisis necessitated banks to tighten
requirements for borrowers making loan approval processes to
become more cumbersome and lengthy. Consequently, these
stringent regulations ushered in P2P lending as a new frontier for 
lending.

P2P lending provides direct interaction between the borrowers and 
participants allowing the former to take loans without involving any 
third party or intermediaries such as financial institutions and banks. 
By not involving third parties, the entire loan process is simplified for 
all the parties.

And through high-tech online systems that facilitate the transfer of 
funds, P2P lending firms can substantially minimize the operating 
expenditures that are related to office rent, employee salaries, and 
others. Therefore, more favorable loan rates can be given to
borrowers.

Given that P2P loan services have become one of the fastest and 
promising areas of financial markets. According to a recent report 
by Morgan Stanley, P2P lending market is set to grow at annual rate 
of over $300B after 2020.

Zopa-a UK-based P2P loan platform-was the first to be established 
in 2005. As of writing this, Zopa has granted loans totalling more 
than $ 2.4B. In 2006, Prosper became the firstP2P loan platform 
to be launched in the US. As of this writing, Prosper is the second 
largest P2P lending platform in the US with over $8B worth of loans 
having been disbursed.

Gradually, P2P lending platforms are evolving and spreading to
other countries besides the UK and the US. For instance, the
Chinese market-which is growing at a faster rate-has seen P2P
lending increase tremendously over the past few years with startups 
such as Lufax recording high demands for these services.
 
Despite the massive potentials, P2P lending platforms have had their 
own share of challenges.
As of this writing, numerous lawsuits have been filed against Lend-
ing Club and On Deck. Lending Club is P2P lending platform based 
on San Francisco (California) while OnDeck3 is P2P lending organi-
zations with locations in Virginia, New York City, Colorado Arlington, 
and Denver.
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These lawsuits mainly concern the disclosure of necessary informa-
tion to participants during their IPOs. Similarly, Ezubao-a Chinese 
P2P lending platform and largest in China-turned out to be a Ponzi 
scheme. Clearly, there is a problem with the current model of P2P 
lending platforms if these lawsuits are anything to go by.
The most significant hurdle in these P2P lending platforms is lack of 
trust. It is evident that the only solution that can bring sanity in this 
sector is placing the transactions on the Blockchain. Blockchain can 
help alleviate the problem of trust via a decentralized and
transparent process of service delivery.

CoVEX will be implementing a platform by late 2019 that has the 
potential to disrupt the current models of P2P lending. The Platform 
will allow lenders to deposit their funds and select credit decision 
package specified by ML algorithms that score the recommended 
fraud, identity, and other credit rating agencies.

Borrowers will filter the loan criteria based on the available funding 
parameters and instantly match to the appropriate lenders. After 
due diligence, funding will be provided to the borrowers, and the 
lenders will receive the invested principal plus interest accrued on it. 
All the CoVEX platform users will be in a position to earn interest 
on their coinized capital if they decide to lend it to other traders as 
a loan. The interest rates will be automatically computed based on 
time and the amount borrowed. CoVEX will collect a small
percentage of the interest generated.
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Benefits of CoVEX P2P lending platform:
1. Borrowers
Borrowers will have:
  • Access to affordable loans as a result of CoVEX’s innovative
     marketplace model, process automation, and online delivery;
  • Enhanced borrowing experience via easy-to-use online
     application system that has real-time support;
  • Branding opportunities where lenders will provide ratings and
     other transparent reviews on the Blockchain to establish the
     trusted agents and borrowers; and
  • Transparency and fairness where the loan processes are entirely
     handled via a smart contract on the Blockchain. 
2. Lenders
Lenders will have:
  • Access to risk-less investments as a result of accurate customer 
     appraisal systems;
  • Branding opportunities where borrowers will provide ratings and 
     other transparent reviews on the Blockchain to establish the 
     trusted lenders; and
  • Attractive returns by cutting significant costs that are associated 
     with administering loans.

Besides borrowers and lenders, the following groups of people/
professionals will be part and parcel of our P2P Loan Platform:
  • Lawyers;
  • Insurers, 
  • Collectors;
  • Portfolio managers;
  • Credit scoring agents; and 
  • Investing houses.
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#5: Payment Gateway
E-commerce has been on an unparalleled growth rate in the recent 
times and is set to rise even further. According to the latest figures 
from eMarketer.com, worldwide e-commerce sales will pose sub-
stantial gains in 2018, rising by 23.2% to over $2.29 trillion with the 
number of users buying products or services online will increase 
from 1.7 billion in 2017 to over 2 billion by 2020.

According to Statista, global e-commerce sales are projected to rise 
to $ 4.058 trillion by the year 2020.
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Despite the massive growth of e-commerce, merchants have been 
encountering the following hurdles:
  • Reputation and trust;
  • Costly and protracted payment processes; and
  • Inability to reach the growing number of cryptocurrency markets 
     with a market capitalization of over $750 billion.

a. Reputation and trust
It takes lots of time and money for merchants to establish reputation 
and trust. In today’s fast-paced, ever-evolving and complex
environment, reputation and trust are 2 major ingredients for
successful trading. In other words, customers are more likely to buy 
from trusted and reputable merchants. hence merchants have to 
enhance their reputation and trust.

b. Costly and long payment processes
Despite the wide variety of payment gateways and processing firms, 
merchants still face the following major challenges:



  • Expensive and complex transaction settlements with many steps 
     to accept and settle transactions;
  • Many different types of fees charged with some firms charging 
     ranging from 2% to 6%; and
  • Long transaction times i.e. 2 days to several weeks. 

c. Inability to tap into the cryptocurrency markets
The crypto market has shown a sensational increase in
capitalization, volume, and projects. As of this writing,
cryptocurrency capitalization has hit a new height of $750 billion 
with a daily volume of over $26 billion (according to
coinmarketcap.com). The trade volume is set to continue rising at a 
staggering yearly rate of over 150 percent for several years.
 
The rise of cryptocurrency markets has created a coin-based
digital asset economy.

The CoVEX’s Payment Gateway Platform will democratize the
payment gateway and establish a trust solution based on the
Blockchain.  The Payment Gateway will work seamlessly with a
decentralized trust and reputation system where merchants will
accept cryptocurrencies.

Essentially, the Platform will allow merchants and their customers to 
participate in borderless, global decentralized commerce with trust. 
Our platform’s reputation and reputation system will be transparent, 
universal, self-executing and transferable and not managed by any 
central authority.

Any time a transaction is conducted, the Blockchain will record the 
time of the transaction, the senders’ and receivers’ addresses,
delivery time, warranty conditions and any data that can generate 
trust.  As it is the case with Blockchain, sensitive data will be
encrypted and availed to authorized parties in a carefully designed 
user interface.

Based on the information stored on the Blockchain, merchants and 
clients will be able to file or solve various claims and rate each other. 
A trust rating system will be created so that every time a
transaction is done, the claim registered, solved or unsolved (based 
on the purchase details that were saved on the Blockchain during 
the purchase) and reviews.
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The smart contract will automatically alter the trust level for any of 
the parties whether merchants or clients  involved in e-commerce. 

Here is an example of how the platform will work:

A client picks his/her items, adds them to the cart and selects the 
mode of payment which in this case is CoVEX Payment Gateway. 
The amount required for the products or services will automatically 
be converted to a related cryptocurrency and funds will get into in 
the merchant’s smart contract wallet within a short time.

The amount which will be computed with the same day. High rate 
that the crypto can hold will be deducted from customer account as 
they use the card.

#7: Prepaid Card Service
At present, only a few merchants accept cryptos whether online or 
at the point of sale. As of 1st February 2018, only 13 major retailers 
are accepting cryptocurrencies. Customers must exchange their 
cryptos into their local fiat currencies to make their everyday
purchases.

Using existing exchanges to convert to local fiat currencies is both 
time-consuming and may be costly. Even though some firms have 
created products that allow merchants to accept crypto payments, 
they are only available at selected locations.

The CoVEX Prepaid Card Service Platform’s goal is to allow the
exchange to take place in real-time, in any location where credit 
cards are accepted with minimal fees that are comparable to the 
transaction costs in cryptocurrencies. For instance, the average
confirmation time for Ethereum transactions is 24 seconds which 
can be applied to the prepaid cards.

Payment flow
CoVEX Prepaid Cardholders will be able to use any of the
Blockchain assets to purchase goods and services from merchants 
who accept the global credit cards. The Platform will apply the 
cross-chain payment channels to facilitate the buyer to settle any 
incoming payment requests from a credit card network in real-time.
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Here are steps that illustrate the payment flow:
  • The buyer pays at the merchant using his/her physical/virtual
     CoVEX Prepaid Card;
  • The card system sends an authorization request to CoVEX
     platform for the amount to be spent;
  • The buyer receives an invoice from the cross-chain payment 
     channels;
  • The buyer selects which Blockchain asset to use for paying the
     product/service and sends the precise amount to CoVEX
     platform via the cross-chain payment channels; and
  • Upon getting the corresponding value for the invoice, CoVEX
     platform approves payment to the merchant.

For every prepaid card transaction that the merchant accepts, the 
merchant will pay a fraction as a merchant discount fee. The CoVEX 
platform will reward users with coins on every purchase to enable 
them to become coin holders. CoVEX coin holders will
automatically receive a fraction of the entire payment on the
platform as an incentive.

#8: ICO Underwritings
Launching an ICO is a challenging undertaking. Besides a White 
Paper and landing page, ICOs requires high-level strategies from all 
fronts. CoVEX will provide all-inclusive ICO underwriting services to 
firms that want to fundraise in crypto markets to help them succeed. 
CoVEX will provide the following services with regard to ICO
underwritings:

• Technology development: The technology will allow start-ups to 
first-track smart contract reviews and technology integrations to 
enhance their business models that are related to ICOs;

• Legal assistance: CoVEX will provide legal support to firms that 
want to launch compliant ICOs in any jurisdictions; and

• Strategic marketing: CoVEX will help to create and optimize
customer loyalties by using cutting-edge digital marketing
technologies.

#9: Tech Incubators/Tech starter club
CoVEX will provide a platform that helps start-ups succeed in 
launching crypto products via mentoring and training. We intend to 
be a hub of tech innovation that will encourage and support startups 
to design, create, develop and commercialize innovative
technologies.
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CoVEX coin is a wholly self-funded incentive that will act as a
bonus-generating cryptocurrency. It will allow the coin holders to 
receive bonus in the form of transaction fees. The platform will
generate bonus from the following sources:

  • Cryptocurrency exchange: CoVEX will collect a percentage of the 
     value of the exchange transaction;
  • Social Trading Platform: Leaders and followers who perform well 
     over time, will generate additional income in the process. CoVEX 
     will charge a small percentage of the interest earned and share it 
     with coin holders;
  • Margin Trading and Lending: All CoVEX coin holders who decide 
     to provide their capital to other traders will earn interest on their 
     capital. The rate of interest will depend on the principal and time;
  • P2P Loan Service: The CoVEX coin holders who decide to
     provide their capital to other traders will earn interest on their 
     principal. CoVEX will charge a small percentage of the interest 
     earned and share it with coin holders;
  • Payment Gateway: Merchants selling products and services by 
     means of the CoVEX Payment gateway will generate bonus for 
     the platform. In return, CoVEX will collect and share the bonus 
     with coin holders;
  • Prepaid Card Service: CoVEX coin holders will incur costs such 
     as issuance, cash withdrawal, and card annual maintenance fees. 
     CoVEX will collect the prepaid card fees and share them with 
     coin holders;

ICO Structure
CoVEX coins will be available for interested participants during the 
ICO that is set to run from May 2018. During the ICOs, the total
volume of 192,500,000 CoVEX coins will be released to interested 
coin holders. For the coin sale to be fair, their release will be
staggered and released in phases as follows:

  • Phase 1: After releasing the Alpha version, a total volume of
     30, 000, 000 CoVEX will be released at an exchange rate of
     1 ETH = 3, 000 CoVEX. 
  • Phase 2: After Beta version Exchange release, a total volume of
     81, 250, 000 CoVEX will be released at an exchange rate of
     1 ETH = 2, 000 COVEX.
  • Phase 3: During the second ICO, a total volume of 81, 250, 000
     CoVEX will be released at an exchange rate of 1 ETH=1, 000
     COVEX.

CoVEX COIN



The diagram below summarizes the staggered phases:
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In the event that CoVEX management does not meet the project 
timelines, phases 2 and 3 will be deferred until the project satisfies 
the condition. All the unsold Coins will be stored and locked for one 
year. After the elapse of one year, they will be used for future
implementation and development of the CoVEX project. The release 
of these Coins will depend on the future project’s emerging
requirements. Including unsold ICO Coins, Developers, Staff,
Strategic Partnerships, Operations and Shareholders, Board of
Directors, Advisory Board allocated coins are locked for one year. 
Allocated coins for Legal & Marketing, Bounty and Creative Reward 
will be released after ICO.

All the funds raised from the ICO will be used for development and 
research, hiring the talented developers, marketing and customer 
service, customer acquisition, security, and compliance.



Here is the Full CoVEX coin Distribution Blueprint:
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Bonus Distribution Model
The diagram below summarizes how the funds raised will be used:

CoVEX token holders will receive bonus in the form of daily
transaction fees. The platform will use a cut-off time of between 
23:00 and 23:59 as the basis for computing the bonus. At the last 
minute of each day 23:59 GMT, the Platform will compute and
distribute the bonus to be computed as follows:

Net bonus=Total Platform Fees Collection - Total Discount in
Platform Fees
Here is how the net bonus will be shared:
  • 30% to the CoVEX holder;
  • 20% to the referrals; and 
  • 50% to remain in-house

The bonus for referrals will be split into 3 three sections as follows: 
  • 1st degree: Any Pre-ICO holder qualifies for 50% of the referral;
  • 2nd degree: Only for Phase- 2 holders who participates in the 
     Phase 2 ICO, he/she will be entitled to 30% of the referrals; and
  • 3rddegree: Only for Phase- 3 holders who participates in the 
     Phase 3 ICO, he/she will be entitled to 20% of the referrals.
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The bonus will be computed as follows:
R, which is the total bonus earned by the CoVEX holder will be
computed as follows:
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Discount model
Any CoVEX holder with more than 3, 000 CoVEX Coins will be
entitled to 50% discount in buying and selling fees.

Referral model
Any CoVEX holder who refers a trader to the Exchange will be
entitled to 10% commission of every coin that the trader exchanges. 
This commission will be computed in USD and paid in CoVEX
Coins. For one to qualify for the commission fees, he/she must hold 
CoVEX Coins.
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ICO TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Refer to the Coin sale agreement at https://www.covexlabs.com for 
terms and conditions regarding CoVEX ICO.

OPERATING BASE

The crypto markets are still in their infancy. As you are aware, the 
majority of ICOs are unregulated and risky. As a result, some
commissions such as the SEC in the US have swung into action to 
institute measures to maintain public interest and safeguard
participants.
 
However, we also know that many jurisdictions are yet to institute 
proper regulatory framework regarding the conduct of ICOs.
Because such processes could take several years, we do not believe 
waiting for a regulatory framework to be instituted in the long-term 
interest of willing ICO participants.

We will launch the ICO from the United Kingdom. Regarding our
operating base for exchange platform we have the following
jurisdiction in mind: Switzerland, Singapore, United Kingdom,
Estonia, Gibraltar, Cyprus, and Malta, Hongkong, Estonia, Cayman 
Island. We intend to incorporate a reputable firm with experience in 
these matters to help us launch our exchange platform that is
compliant. 
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J. Mohan
Founder and CEO

J. Mohan is an expert Forex & Cyptocurrency Trader. He is 
also involved in business development, Risk Management, 
Finance consulting in manufacturing, service and gaming 
industry. In 2001, J Mohan started MiDas Technology to fill 
what he saw as a void in the school and hospital
management system in Nepal. Today MiDas Technology has 
grown from a small start-up to 400 employees based in 
Kathmandu.

He holds professional accounting certificate, BSc (Hons) 
from University of Oxford Brookes and MSc Risk
Management from University of Wales, United Kingdom. 

J Mohan is an active investor and advisors in many SME in 
the United Kingdom. Over the years, J Mohan has
diversified his involvement from software development to 
the range of other sectors like gaming, publishing,
consumable goods to beauty and fashion products in the 
UK SME.

Labu K. Ghimire
Co-Founder and CMO

Labu has been actively involved in Blockchain sector since 
2015, working as a Binary option advisor for couple of 
firms in the UK. Founder of a Stock Broker company–DDK 
Pvt. Ltd. In Nepal, has more than six years of experience in 
stock exchange.

Labu is one of founders of a classified Nepali portal-
Suchikaran.com. He has several years of work experience 
as a credit manager in one of the renowned commercial 
banks- NMB Bank, Nepal. He holds a Masters’ Degree in 
Finance and Investment from Tribhuwan University
accomplished in 2006.

TEAM
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Jyoti Adhikari
COVEX Full Stack Developer

Jyoti is highly motivated software professional who likes 
challenges, has made a personal commitment to growth 
through lifelong learning and continuously applies his 
learning to achieve better results. Jyoti holds Master in 
Information System ESIGELEC, Rouen, France and Master 
in Information Technology from Sikkim Manipal University, 
Sikkim, India.

He has key knowledge of software development based 
system with in demand on C#, ASP.NET, MVC, Azure, Java, 
JSP, Sencha, JQuery, AngularJS, AngularJS 2,
ReactJS, KnockoutJS, Node JS, iOS development using 
Swift, NoSQL, SQL, MongoDB, Redis, Unit Test, MS Test, 
Mocha and designing REST-full service APIs.

Junaid Nawaz
CoVEX CTO & Blockchain Lead Developer

M. Junaid Nawaz: Junaid demonstrated history of working 
in the computer software industry. Junaid is highly skilled in 
SQL, ASP.NET MVC, Databases, Software Project
Management, crypto/blockchain development, investor, 
trading analyst. Junaid is responsible for building the
CoVEX platform, payment gateway and all blockchain
related features.

Reza Bakhshandeh
CoVEX Blockchain AI/Big Data expert

Reza Bakhshandeh is Crypto Design Architect/Blockchain, 
developer and AI/Big Data expert. Currently he is working 
in Boostinsinder Inc as a senior software Developer. He is a 
Co-Founder of DPTiva Co and worked as a project manager 
and Developer. He has developed several smart contracts 
over the years for number of company. He is an export in 
developing algorithm and AI. He holds Bachelors’ degree in 
Software Engineering and AI Masters’ Degrees from Shiraz 
University. He is an inventor of patent US9489401B1 with 14 
years of work experience.
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Peter Wanjala
Head of Business & Product Development:

Peter is an accomplished Scholar and Researcher in the
Department of Information Technology, Mount Kenya
University. Since 2011, he has been teaching various units 
such as Security and Cryptography, Network Programming, 
Data Structures, Artificial Intelligence among others. He is 
also an authority in Blockchain and Cryptosystems having 
authored many technical reports, and books on the subject.

In May 2014, he was appointed to the position of Associate 
Research Fellow at Mount Kenya University as a result of 
his outstanding research competencies. His current
research interests are Blockchain/Cryptosystems, Machine 
Learning and Big Data. Besides authoring several journal 
articles in peer-reviewed international journals-with over 
50 citations-he is also a reviewer of the African Journal of 
Information Systems (AJIS) and Journal of Computer
Science and Information Technology (JCSIT).

Peter graduated with a B.Sc. (Hons). Degree in Computer 
Science from the Egerton University, Kenya, in 2007. He 
also holds an M.Sc. Degree in Telecommunications from the 
California Miramar University, San Diego.

Denis Rogovski
Legal Counsel

Denis is a Legal Adviser for CoVEX Blockchain project, 
came from bank sector to more innovative area for
applying his banking experience in the Blockchain startup 
field. His experience is some mix of traditional and
innovative financial and legal expertise. As a banking
lawyer, he is strictly working with Fintech, e-money,
payment systems, accounts and KYC/AML segments, where 
he is finding the most efficient legal solutions to develop 
innovative banking products.
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REGULATIONS AND RISK

We believe that participating in an ICO does come with some risks. 
The firm’s operations are subject to various regulations and laws in 
the jurisdictions where it intends to trade.

There is an inherent risk that particular activities of the firm could be 
deemed to be in violation of such regulations or laws. The penalties 
for such infringements would be unknown. Also, changes in the
prevailing regulations or laws or emerging interpretations of the
existing law could, in some instances, raise compliance costs and 
capital expenditures.

This may affect profitability, or even impede CoVEX’s potential to 
execute the business model and the CoVEX token proposed in this 
document. Besides the regulatory challenges, we also understand 
that crypto markets are not just volatile; but also prone to frequent 
attacks which can cost colossal money.

However, as it has been demonstrated, there are many reasons to 
be optimistic about CoVEX’s prospects. CoVEX will try as much as 
possible to mitigate these to protect your funds. Because we started 
to implement this technology nearly 9 months prior to initiating the 
ICO process, we believe its actualization is more likely.

Other measures that we will institute include:
  • We will incorporate a reputable firm with experience in launching 
     complaint ICOs to help us launch an ICO that is free from risks;
  • The source code will be open and public to any participant;
  • The source code will be independently audited by certified
     cyber-security experts to ensure it is foolproof;
  • You will have voting rights on the platform to offer advice about 
     major decisions.
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CONCLUSION

Cryptos provide many benefits for traders over classical assets in 
the sense that they are transparent, decentralized, and borderless 
and can be transacted 24/7. Whereas this unlocks limitless
potentials to practically any person in the Universe, it also creates 
many risks due to lack of regulation, control, and liquidity resulting 
in poor mass adoption rates.

We are confident that the problem of poor user adoption and
experience can be addressed mindfully via a one-stop solution
approach. CoVEX is the next-generation Blockchain that will
democratize and take Exchange, Social trading, Margin trading/
Lending, P2P loans, prepaid card services and payment gateway to 
a transparent and trustless Blockchain.

In a sense, CoVEX is set to be the future of trading, and we want you 
to be part of that future by participating in this ICO.
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FAQ

1. Why do you think your team can build this product?
CoVEX has assembled Blockchain Developers, Cryptographers,
System Analysts and Database Developers with decades of
experience and proven track record in implementing related
platforms.

2. What is your next step after raising ICO funds?
Immediately after the ICO, we’ll be releasing Exchange House.
Afterwards, other platforms will be launched in the following order: 
Social Trading Platform, Tech Incubator, P2P Loan, Margin Trading 
and Payment Gateway.

3. How long will it take to build whole CoVEX Platform?
Approximately 2 years.

4. How long will it take for the CoVEX to become self-sustainable?
Approximately 2 to 3 years.

5. What does token do? 
The token in based on smart contract generated by CoVEX. It is 
used to exchange different crypto currencies.

6. Why should I buy CoVEX tokens?
The reason why you should buy CoVEX is that it is a one-stop
platform which has addressed most of the problems faced by
other crypto trading platforms and the CoVEX token is backed by 
the CoVEX platform.

7. What technology will CoVEX token be built on? 
CoVEX token is built on ERC223 technology base on Ethereum
platform.

8. Will there be more token issued over the time? 
We will only issue in total 250,000,000 tokens and from there 15% 
of the total issue will go to admin wallet for a year from the
completion of ICO and remaining goes to the public. Besides this we 
do not issue any token over the time

9. How can one earn your token? 
You cannot earn from the token but if they hold certain amount 
CoVEX token they can get discount on our platform every time you 
buy/sell and also get some reward form successful referral and fee 
distributions.
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10. How will you solve fiat-crypto conversion/volatility problem? 
We are using crypto in the CoVEX ecosystem. Fiat currencies will 
only require the physical goods. So, when you engage in
crypto-to-crypto service, volatility would not matter.

11. Where do you see return for ICO participants?
After ICO when your coin goes in a market then eventually the initial 
price of the token will go up and the participant gets their return 
back not only that they get discount in exchange and commission.

12. How will the funds be used? 
Our all collected fund will be deposited in our admin wallet as an 
escrow account. The Funds will be used when we introduce our beta 
version.

13. How much are you planning to raise? 
We are expecting to raise around 7,000 ETH in our Pre ICO and 
30,000 ETH to 81,000 ETH in our later ICOs. 

14. What are the risks for participants? 
There is always a risk in investing. The token values may go down 
during exchange or if governments stop all crypto currency the
token value will be zero.

15. How to participate in an ICO?
After the announcement of our ICO in Social pages and our
website, participant can simply visit our website and fill the whitelist 
ICO form and apply to participate.

16. What are the discounts for the ICO? 
Bonus for Pre ICO – 1st week (form day start) 30%, 2nd week 20%, 
3rd week 10%, 4th week and till end date 5% Bonus. For 1st ICO 
(Phase 2) 1st week 20%, 2nd week 10%, 3rd week 5%, 4th week No 
bonus. No Bonus for 2nd ICO (Phase 3).

17. Does your token pay dividend? 
Our token doesn’t pay any dividend, we only provide a discount in 
exchange and commission to successful referral.

18. What will happen with the tokens that won’t be sold? 
If the token remains unsold at Pre-ICO, the coin will be allocated in 
the phase 2 and phase 3 ICOs and then to our Vault and later we 
will allocate the token for the different project. We will let our token 
holder know by an announcement.
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19. Do you already have any feedback from the crypto community 
and participants? 
We believe in community; our community and participant give us 
feedback about our project. Different people that are associated 
with the crypto community are on the advisory board.

20. How many tokens will be distributed? 
CoVEX will supply total of 250,000,000 tokens. Circulation of
supply will depend on the ICO program, we will announce in our 
website about total token availability once we complete our phase 3 
ICO.

21. What is Bounty? 
Bounty is Program to reward our community who will be actively 
participating in our marketing campaign. We will reward as a blog 
writer, creative designer, active market partners.


